
Soothe you by colours,

Wake you naturally at the optimal moment

Illumi Ambient Wakeup light offers a revitalising morning and 

cosy moments through its varying colour lightins and the tailor-

made dawn alarm and dusk stimultion.

By connecting illumi to your smart phone with downloaded 

illumi sleep app, it monitors your sleep cycle and wakes you at 

a better waking moment. The ambient light features thousands 

of hues, you can pick you favourite for a cosy ambiance to 

unwind and relax, or choose one of six preset moods with 

blended lighting and natural sounds, each designed to evoke a 

different sensation in your space.. Its contemporary design 

enhances any home decor for holistic living. 

Features
• Dual lighting system: colourful LED mood light and dawn-dusk stimulation

• Choose a colour from a thousand hues of light by touching the halo

• Sync the alarm with your sleep cycle via the smart phone to find out the best wake-up moment

• 6 built-in natural sounds and FM radio

• Preset light-changing modes to match with the natural sounds play

• Digital clock with alarm using natural sounds of FM radio

• Audio line-in with speaker to play music from other music device

• Illumi sleep app displays total & average sleep time, statistics and alarm setting

• Energy efficient and long lasting LED technology

• Powered by AC/DC adaptor

Packaging Information

Packing Dimensions: 

366mm (L) x 182mm (W) x 370mm (H)

Carton dimension: 

388mm (L) x 380mm (W) x 396mm (H)

Shipment carton: 2 pieces per carton

G.W. per unit: 2.2 kgs

Gross weight per carton: 5,2kgs

UPC Code:  7-34811-71168-7
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Wake up at a better moment

When you have been awakened during a deep sleep phase, you will feel completely wrecked and 

your whole day can turn into one long zoobie marathon. Illumi sleep app works as a bio-alarm clock 

that analyzes your sleep pattern and wakes you when you are in the lightest sleep phase. Waking 

up in the lightest sleep phase by natural sounds and dawn simulation is a natural and cosy way to 

wake up where you feel rested and relaxed



Product benefits

• Wake to an energizing morning

Sync the illumi ambient wakeup light with your smart phone downloaded with the illumi sleep app, it 

tracks your sleep cycle and wakes you at the optimal moment.

• Soothing Lighting for Every Mood

Natural lighting creates a more calming ambience that lifts the spirit and eases tensions.

• Touchable Ambience

Shifting lighting modes is as easy as touching the centre halo, making early mornings and sleepy 

twilights simpler.

• Retreat with Sweet Natural Lullabies

Escape the city noise with four natural music options to ease the heart and relax the spirit.

• Sleek Design that Eclipses Traditional Lamps

This three-in-one lighting system features an elegantly sleek contemporary design that enhances 

modern décor.

• A Long-lasting Glow

Stress less about changing bulbs, thanks to long-lasting energy-efficient LEDs.

Target audiences

• Urbanites who prefer subtle style, and the latest modern or designer trends.

• Busy executives who want comfortable lighting at home after a day under high intensity work lights.

• Families with children, who want to sleep cosily with a soft lighting system in the evening.

• Shift workers who sleep odd hours and benefit from natural lighting simulators.

• Environmentally conscious individuals who want long-lasting energy-efficient lighting options.
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Additional  Information

Moods for Different Moments

Select from thousands of hues for a cosy personalised ambiance to unwind and relax, or choose one of 

six preset moods with blended lighting and natural sounds, each designed to evoke a different sensation 

in your space.
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Riverside Morning 

-haunting pipes call to you, along with the morning birds, as the illumi 

casts a sunny glow in pale early dawn silver-gold, yellow and bright 

golden light.

Gentle Rain

-relax to the sound of falling rain, complemented by a soft jazz piano 

and pale, shimmering blues and lavender glowing like water on the 

windowpane.

Deep Water

-de-stress to the sound of flowing and bubbling water, enhanced with an 

ambient synthesizer track and shifting shades of deep blue, aqua and 

pale sea-green.

Sunset Sonata

-set a soothing mood with the soft sound of lapping waves, seaside 

birds, and a soothing piano melody, as the illumi glows in evening 

shades of pink, orange and gold.

Private Beach

-listen to the waves lap the shore and let the gentle shifting glow of 

oceanic blue, cerulean and pale seafoam green carry you away.

Hidden Forest

- wake to the soft, secret sound of insects and birds calling to the sun, 

and the cool green glow of light through the leaves, in vivid green, pale 

lime and bright yellow-green.


